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25 August
Russian President Vladimir Putin is set to meet his Ukrainian counterpart, 
Petro Poroshenko, as tensions flare on the two nations’ border.

Jeff Bezos is ramping up Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN)’s entertainment 
ambitions, buying video-game service Twitch Interactive Inc. in one of 
its biggest-ever acquisitions.

Bonds climbed as the yen advanced for the first time in seven days, 
while Asian stocks fluctuated as investors await U.S. economic data 
and a meeting between the leaders of Ukraine and Russia. Gold 
increased.

China Vanke Co. (000002), the country’s biggest developer, teamed 
up with Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. to offer discounts of as much as 
$325,000 to home buyers who also shopped on the e-commerce 
company’s Taobao Marketplace.

26 August
The world’s top airlines are questioning the need for first-class cabins 
as flat-bed seats cradle corporate customers in once-unimaginable 
comfort, making the premium on front-row seats harder to justify.

Rallies from Brazil to Japan and the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index’s 
first trip above 2,000 sent the value of global equities to a record $66 
trillion.

Asian stocks rose, joining a global rally that’s driven world equity values 
to a record, and bond risk retreated after data signaled a stronger 
U.S. economy and Russia’s president hailed as “positive” talks over 
Ukraine. New Zealand’s dollar climbed while gold advanced.

Fonterra Cooperative Group Ltd. (FCG), the world’s biggest dairy 
exporter, said it will pay NZ$615 million ($514 million) for a stake in a 
Chinese infant formula maker as it seeks to tap the nation’s lucrative 
baby milk market.

28 August
HSBC Holdings Plc (HSBA) and Nomura Holdings Inc. (8604) lost a bid 
to block claims by a U.S. regulator the banks say were brought too 
late, clearing the way for a trial of HSBC over questionable mortgage 
practices.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. has been described as a mixture of 
Amazon.com Inc. and EBay Inc. (EBAY) during the preparation for 
its U.S. initial public offering. In the last quarter, Alibaba earned more 
than those companies combined.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional index set for its first monthly drop 
since April, while silver and Australian bonds climbed as the conflict 
between Russia and Ukraine worsened. Malaysia’s ringgit dropped.

Industrial production in Japan rose less than expected in July while 
household spending slumped and the inflation rate remained 
unchanged, highlighting the challenge of reflating the world’s third-
largest economy.

29 August
CaixaBank SA (CABK), Spain’s third-biggest bank, agreed to buy 
banking operations in the country from Barclays Plc (BARC) for 
about 800 million euros ($1.1 billion) in cash to expand its business as 
economic growth picks up.

Apple Inc. plans to turn its next iPhone into a mobile wallet through 
a partnership with major payment networks, banks and retailers, 
according a person familiar with the situation.

Most Asian stocks rose, while the dollar maintained gains versus major 
peers, as an official gauge showed growth in Chinese manufacturing 
weakened last month, with factory data from India to the euro area 
also due today. Palladium climbed.

China laid the legal framework to let more local governments sell 
bonds directly to raise funds for projects of public interest after top 
lawmakers passed an amendment to the country’s Budget Law.

27 August
The U.S. said Russia may be directing a counteroffensive by separatist 
rebels in Ukraine as fighting in the battle-torn country’s easternmost 
regions spread to previously peaceful areas.

Credit-rating firms, whose lapses played a central role in the 2008 
financial crisis, face broader restrictions on conflicts of interest under 
rules adopted by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

Asian stocks fell before data on Chinese industrial-company profits, 
while Australian and New Zealand bonds paced gains in U.S. Treasuries 
after slumping European rates fueled demand for higher yields. Gold 
climbed.

Qantas Airways Ltd. (QAN), Australia’s biggest carrier, forecast a 
return to profit after posting a record loss as a domestic market share 
fight with Virgin Australia Holdings Ltd. eases. Its shares rose.
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